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Tip of the Hat
We thank these members and
friends who remembered the
Memorial Fund. We Salute
You.
Emil Langer
Memory of Jake Laskau
Larry McLaughlin
Memory of Jake Laskau &
Eileen Pernokas (wife of Gil)
Ralph Palermo
Pat & Ann Morano




Memory of Jake Laskau
Gerald Teachout
Memory of James Etue
Kazmer Drobnicki
Joseph Fenerty
Memory of Leon Weber
Boardman Lockwood
Memory of living & deceased











The Florida Chapter will host
the 1990 Reunion at the Orlando
Marriott located on Inter-
national Drive. This coming re-
union promis~s to be quite dif-
ferent from the The Pines
Resort accommodations. The
Marriott has it all...1,076 newly
decorated guest rooms and
suites...146 are equipped with
kitchen facilities for those who
plan a longer stay. There are
seven restaurants and lounges
to choose from 48 acres of
recreation activities including
tennis, jogging, 3 swimming
pools (2 heated), a jacuzzi and
other facilities. Golf can be ar-
ranged at anyone of the
championship courses 5 to 10
minutes away. Convenient ser-
vices are readily available in-
cluding transportation to
Disney World, MGM Studios
and other fine attractions.
Watch for more notices and in-
formation to be printed in the
Oetofoil. Every member who
attended the 1989 Pines Resort
affair received a lull color
brochure on the Orlando Mar-
riott. Ask y.()ur Chapter mem-
ber who attended the Pine Re-
union to show yOH this hro-
chure. If you plan to attend and
want a copy of this brochure,
write to Emil J. DeDonato, Sec.
Fla. Chapter, 3650 S.W. Moss-
wood St., Dunnellon, FL 32630
or pQone (904) 489-4070 after 6
PM most any night.
The New York Chapter is to
be highly congratulated for
their work and the efficiency
with which the 1989 Convention
was handled. We, in Florida,
will do our best to present a dif-
ferent kind of reunion but, none-
the-less one that you won't for-
get for a long, long time.




dining rooms, each busload was
guided to a tour of the grounds
by the wives of West Point of-
ficers. By mid-afternoon, tired
but happy members and their
families returned to their buses
for the trip back to the Pines
Hotel. The 1% hr. busride back,
afforded most with enough time
to get their second wind. The
Hospitality Room was again
opened where drinking and
reminiscing was enjoyed.
The Winged Victory Singers
were the main feature for the
evenings entertainment. They
sang a medley of songs for
about .40 minutes. This out-
standing group of singers was
greatly appreciated by our
group.
Throughout the time that the
first members started to arrive
on Monday, Video caJ!lera
crews were filming the high-
lights. These were played in the
lobby soon after the return trip
from West Point. For further
information as to costs and how
to obtain copies of the two
videos, write to HIGH-TECH
PRODUCTIONS, Box 416,
Woodridge, NY 12789 (914)
434·5000.
Thursday's agenda consisted
of the committee meetings, the
entire membership business
meeting, followed by a repeat
of the previous days activities.
Some played golf, others went
swimming or played softball,
bocci or just relaxed. A Gala
Cocktail Party was held in The
Persian Room where hot and
cold Hors d'ouerves were serv-
ed. This was followed by music
and dancing until the banqu~t
at 7: 15 P.M. The big surprise
was the rumor that an ItaHan
General, who came from Italy
especially to give the main talk,
was among the gathering. True
enough, here was this little man
in an Italian army uniform with
medals hanging from his lapel,
talking to the members, taking
pictures with all who requested,
even kissing the ladies hands
when introduced. He had a per-
fect Italian accent. Soon after
his introduction he related one
humorous story after another,
mostly comparing. Italy with
the U.S.A. and other countries.
The audience soon became
hystericaL .. the guy was a good
comedian...and the truth of
matter was that this imposter
Italian General was Al Florio,
the set-up man who planned
and rehearsed --many of the
situation gags for Alan Funt,
the popular "CANDID
CAMERA" T.V. Show. His
humorous jokes had the au-
dience laughing. He had the au-
dience fooled until he revealed
his true identity. The nightcap
of the banquet was the dancing
and showtime 'till mi·dnight.
Friday morning saw many of
the membership packing and
bidding farewell to their com-
rades until next year.
Smi I J. De Donato
Hq. Co., 47th Inf.
New Yorkers do it Again
For those of you who did not
attend the 44th Annual Reunion
of the 9th Infantry Division As-
sociation hosted by the N.Y.
Chapter, you missed one of the
finest conventions ever to be
hosted by any other 9th Division
Assn. Chapter. For those of you
who did attend, these words will
only bring back happy
memories of a week full of
many activities.
ALL KINDS OF EVENTS
Starting with arrival on June
19, 1989, where members met in
the spacious Alcot Hall and the
main lobby in the adjacent
bHilding, each day was filled
with all kinds of events. Some of
them were: The Golf Tourna-
ment, Tennis Courts, yes, even
bocci tournaments, the pool,
dancing classes, aerobics,
health club and many other ac-
tivities. Dancing and showtime
was a nightly feature, usually
an hour or so after dinner. The
vocalists were very good and
the comedians, for the most
part, had the audience laugh-
ing. The golf tournament was
held on Tuesday. Over 60
players competed. Billy McKin-
ney won the low net (Callaway
System) with a course record-
breaking of 66. Other winners of
different prizes were awarded
at the banquet on Thurs. even-
ing. For those non-golfers, the
same activities held on Monday
were available throughout the
week. After dinner members
had a choice to either go to
Monticello Raceway or attend
the dancing and show...or just
roam around the vast areas.
MEMORIAL SERVICES
Wednesday, June 21, 1989,
was a day very few who went to
the Memorial Services at West
Point will ever forget. 22 Bus-
loads of members together witl).
their families and friends left
The Pines Resort for the 11/2 hr.
trip to the U.S. West Point
Military Academy. Upon ar-
rival, over 1,035 people filed in-
to the chapel filling every avail-
able seat. The entire program
was devoted to the memory of
our departed comrades who
wore the Octofoil and was both
impressive and emotional.
Emil Langer, President of the
Association, and Vincent Gug~
lielmino, President of the N.Y.
Chapter, laid the floral wreatlr
at the altar. Organist, Lee Det-
tra and songs sung by The
Winged Victory Singers caused
many eyes to shed tears. Emil
Langer then introduced Brig.
Gen. Roy K. Flint, Dean of the
Academic Board at the Military
Academy. Gen. Flint delivered
an inspiring talk on the U.S. in-
volvement in all its wars. Clos-
ing prayers were given by West
Point Chaplain Major Haynes
Dugan II and Ralph Witzkin,
member of the N.V. Chapter.
Immediately following the ser-
vice, luncheon was held at dif-
ferent facilities of the





Single $56.88 plus tax. $5.00 each
additional person.
Suite $66.88 plus tax. $5.00 each
additional per",on.
Dinner Sunday, November 5, 1989
$15.00 per person
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: New England Chapter 9th
Division Assoc.




Saturday, November 4, 1989: 2:00 p.m. - C.P. Room open
8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. - Dance at
Sheraton Lincoln
Sunday, November 5, 1989: 9:30 a.m. - Meet at Grove Street
Fire Station. March to the
church.
10:00 a.m. - Mass and Memorial
Service






In May, 1945 World War II in Europe ended. In November of
that same year, Father Connors brought the men of the Ninth
Division back together to remember their dead. It has been 45
years since VE day was declared, and this November will mark
the 45th memorial by the men of Ninth Division.
No matter how our lives have changed since our first
memorial service, we have never allowed the sacrifices made
by th()Jie who have gone before us to be forgotten. This
Noverilber, let us again come together to pay tribute to the 4,581
men who died in combat in World War II and those who have
since died. We will pray, too, for the men of the Ninth Division
who gave their lives in Vietnam. ,
The passage of time is a frightening phenomenon. Names,
places, dates, and events that were supposed to live forever in
the memory of humankind are now forgotten. Let's keep alive
this annual memorial service, for it serves a twofold purpose. It
is a forceful reminder to pray for our dead and a happy oppor-
tunity to strengthen those sacred ties formed in the dark times
of war.
On Sunday, November 5, 1989 at a 10:00 a.m. Mass at the Im-
maculate Conception Church in Worcester, Mass. we will con-
tinue the honorable tradition of gathering to remember our dead
and to pray for a just and lasting peace for all mankind.
"Lord, God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, Lest we forget."
Emil Langer (~ighi:;:--t;;"aingover the Gavel to the newly elected







No matter where we are billeted, the Sheraton Lincoln is our
headquarters, and, of course, the C.P. room will be well stecked.
Because our mailing list is incomplete, please let others know
about the Memorial Service.
Dinner Reservations
Reservations for Sunday's dinner must be paid for in advance.
Deadline for reservations in October 29, 1989. Deadline for re-
fund of cancelled reservations in October 29, 1989.
Room Reservations
You must make your own room
reservations. Cut off date is Oc-
tober 7, 1989. Mention the Ninth
Division when calling or writing.
THE OCTOFOll
Publication No. 402820
Name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Serial No. . . .
LADIES CORNER
This time I have no need to
apologize; I am not late for this
edition, in fact, I am very ear-
ly! July 7th and our trip to
Europe are imminent! Now for
business: The Ladies' Aux-
iliary had a very successful
meeting on Thursday, June
22nd at The Pines Resort in So.
Fallsburg, NY. An estimated
100-125 women attended, and to
elect new Officers for 1989-1991:
President, Ruth Lees of No.
Huntingdon, Pa.
Vice-President, Mary Bras-
ington of Richmond, Va.
Secretary, Connie Koneski of
Royersford, Pa.
Treasurer, Ellie Taubner of
Bergenfield, NJ
Chaplain, Ruth Jordan of
Huntington, West Va.
In the absence of President
Phyllis Perna, Wanda Preston,
a past president, graciously
presided over our Meeting until
the elections were over. Rosalie
Painter also graciously filled in
as Chaplain, in the absence of
Louise Etue, whose husband
had very recently passed away.
The NewYork Chapter (host for
this Reunion) had arranged for
a bus trip to the Apollo-Outlet
Shopping Mall at 1: 30 p.m. for
our ladies, and all of us who
went, enjoyed a "Go-for-
Nothing-Shopping" trip, ended
up with buying things! We
voted to send $400 to 3
Members: Patrica Becker for
the Paramus, NJ Veterans
Hospital; Ethel Thompson for a
Michigan VA Nospital, and
Ruth Webster for the New
Hampshire Veterans Home in
Tilton, NH. Our Pollyanna gifts
were happily received by the
winners. On Banquet night,
June 22nd, several donated
gifts were raffled off (with the
proceeds going i-nt-o -Qur
Treasury): A beautiful Afghan
donated by Ronnie Lee, a
gorgeous crocheted Purse
made by Ruth Jordan, a
ceramic picture made by Ruth
Lees, a special lamp w/a Duck
Decoy, donated by Mary and
Charles MclHinney in memory
of his brother, K.LA., a lawn
chair w/Macramie- seat and
back made by Wanda Preston,
9th Divsion Gold Pins, and 2
Wrapped Surprise presents
donated by Mrs. Emil Langer.
All winners were happy, and on
that note I will end this column.








Here are my dues for three
more years in the 9th Div.
Assoc. I really enjoy the Oc-
tofoil.
I hear from a few 9th Sig. Co.
buddies. I cannot make the re-
union this year in the Catskills
but hope to see my company
buddies in Hazelton, Penn. in
September.
The Ladies Auxiliary Officers are shown from l-r: Ellie Taubner
Treasurer, President Ruth Lees, Vice President Mary Brasing-
ton, Secretary Connie Koneski and Chaplain Ruth Jordan. This
photo was taken the night of the Banquet at the Reunion when
the Ladies awarded grants to various Vets Hospitals throughout
the country.
39th Inf I' Co
MANUEL SIMMONS ("DOC")
259 Belair St.
New Bedford, Ma. 02745
I am a Lifetime member of
the association. I served as a
Medic with the 39th Inf., 3rd
.platoon. If anyone served in this
outfit I wish they would'contact
me.
* * *





Reporting for Sick Call and




Rd. 1 Box 521
Mt. Upton, NY 13809








Come on fellas-how's about
writing a few lines to these
members and to any other ole
buddy who may be down in his









Al Orletti wants to thank all the
members that remembered
him. He appreciates all the
cards and letters he received to
help cheer him up. Al moved to
another section of tbe Bronx
(see above) and is back in the
neighbor of an old buddy Frank
Fazio.
Thank You~
Dear Members Ninth Infantry
Association
I am writing to thank you for
my scholarship money for the
1988-89 school year. I cannot ex-
press how much the money
helped me fund my sophomore
year. Hopefully, this Scholar-
ship will continue as it will help
future relatives of the 9th Infan-
try Division to pursue their
academic careers and aspira-
tions. Again, thank you for
allowing and assisting me in
continuing my school work.
Sincerely,
Stephen J. Netta








daybreak and the light,
Returning, shall give back
the i{olden hours."
With deep sorrow
we announce the pas~ing
of these "Old Relicibles"
and friends.
Eileen Pernokas
Wife of Gil, 26th FA
George Fuller
F Co 39th Inf
Raymond Lawell











H Co 47th Inf
James Etue
F Co 60th Inf
Louis Milli






39th Inf F Co
Herbert Hannon




Wife of Ed Spangler
39th Inf F Co
60th Inf F Co
GERALD TEACHOUT
1600 W. Struck #165
Orange, Ca. 92667
James Etue suffered a stroke
on May 17 and passed away
May 24. He" w,as a long ti,gle
mall clerk of F Co 60th. He and
Louise were regulars at the reu-
nion and Louise was an officer
in the Ladies Auxiliary. He will
be missed by his buddies of F
Co. Jim and Louise were co-
hosts of F Co at many reunions.
Enclosed is something for the
Memorial Fund in memory of
James Etue.
SEEKING
I am not Ii member of your
division, but I am trying to
locate information on my
deceased father, who was a
member of your division during
WW2. His name was Theodore
Cw}es Healey and he was with
the 60th FA. He enlisted before
the war and gained a Field
Commission during the war. I
understand that he died Oct. 17,
1972 but I don't know how or
where. If you or anyone in your
group could provide me with
any information on my father, I
would deeply asppreciate it. My
address is Richard E. Healey,
1123 Seamans Hall Rd.
Hanahan, S.C. 29406. I will be
happy to pay any photocopying
or mailing costs.
SEEKING
Anyone knowing the where-
abouts of a former Army buddy
of mine, Frank Ortega, Co. A,
60th Inf., please contact me.
Thank you.
60th Inf. A-T Co.
FRANK CRAPANZANO
4 Orchard Sq.
Caldwell l N.J. 07006
I'm sorry I didn't make the
last 2 reunions. My wife was
very sick for 16 months and
passed away Oct. 30, 1988. I
wanted to get to the Pines, but I
just couldn't get myself to do it.
Guess I missed a lot of fun and
all the guys. Hoping to make
the next one.
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Please credit the following chaDter ~
















Fred D'Amore, 2nd V.P.
95 Webster St.
E. Boston, MA 02128
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Batterv ComDanv Regiment. 9th Div .
I wish to sigtl up for the following:
NINTH "INFANTny DIVISION' ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Dan Quinn, National Secretary, 9th Infantry Division Assn. 412
Gregory Ave., Weehawken New Jersey 07087
Enclosed please find dues for:
THE OCTOFOIL
Form 2579 should be sent to
412 Gregory Avenue, Weehawken, N.J. 07087
Octofoil Associated Editors
Walter O'Keefe and Daniel Quinn
NINiH IN(ANiRY OIVI510N ASSOCIAilON
OIRfCiORY Of M£J1S£RS
The Winged Victory Singers are shown as they perf~rmed-;;rtl":e
Memorial Services at West Point. They brought the members of
the Ninth to their feet when they performed at the night club
back at the Pines Hotel that night.
Dave Heller who has been trying to compile a list for a Direc-
tory, request that we entend the deadline till the end of this year.
If you want to be included in the Directory send Dave your
name, address and Unit. Write to Dave Heller, 618 Sumae Read,
Highland park, IL 60035.
The official pUblication of the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Single
copy price is 25 cents per issue by mail $1.50 per year payable in advance
when dues are paid. Dues are $5 per year with $1.50 of the $5.00 earmarked
for the issues of The Octofoil. Members should notify the National
Secretary, Daniel Quinn, 412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J. of any
change of address.
Published five times yearly. May-June-July - Aug.-Sept.-Oct -
Nov.-Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar-April by and for the members of the Ninth In-
fantry Division Association. News items, feature stories, photographs and
art material from members will be appreciated. Every effort will be
made to return photographs and art work in good condition.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry Divi-
sion association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers an~
men of the 9th Infantry. Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades, to preserve the espirit de corps of the division, to assist
in promoting an ever-lasting world peace e?<clusively of means of educa-
.tional activities and to serve as an information bureau to former members
of the 9th Infantry Division.
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to guarantee
publication on the 20th.
Second-Class Postage paid at Union City, NJ. 07087, and additional of-
fices.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 412 Gregory Avenue,
Weehawken, N.J. 07087.
At ceremony of dedication of 47th Infantry Regimental Hall of
Honor held at Fort Lewis, Washington are shown Honorary
CSM, CSM (RET) Kenneth L. Meyer (lefO and Honorary Col-
onel, BG (RET) Lewis E. Maness cutting the ribbon opening the
Hall of Honor.
A "BAD BOY" RETURNED
TO LEAD THE FLOCK
The "SUPER BOND" that
brings so many of us together
year after year is most difficult
for many of our peers to fathom
in spite of our losses as witness-
ed in the TAPS column of each
issue of the OCTOFOIL. We
seem to draw in the area of a
thousand (often more) people
- many with the aid of wheel-
chairs, canes, etc. to our
"SUPER NINTH DIVISION
F AMILY REUNION" each
year, wherever it may be, from
almost, if if not every, state and
commonwealth, all walks of life
- doctors, lawyers, cooks, pro-
fessors, name 'em, we've got
'em and to the credit of our
"family," no distinction -
general, colonels, sergeants
and privates. Each year a
dozen or more "first timers"
attend. In my excitement and
Cloud Nine mood as I spoke on
Thursday at the PINES, I
forget to ask for a show of
hands of all "first timers" -
you know who you are - please
send me a card or letter with
your name, address and par-
ticulars; I'll be ever thankful.
I was woven into "our
family" at Christmastime 1941
- a very apprehensive twenty-
two year old in a strange en-
vironment, but before long the
bond was firm and grew
.stronger daily. You know the
story: training, November 8,
1942, the "dessert fox"
Bizerte, and all in between.
EVERYTHING HAS A
PRICE!!
Now back we go to the Oran
area, namely Sidi bel Abbes
where I was one of a group who
wrote ourselves a fourteen day
furlough to Algiers where we
hqg ,fl gr,eat .trQu};lle free time,
then returned to "face the
music."
It was quite obvious our com-
pany commander was some-
what displeased with us and
promptly handed his returning
five AWOLS six and two thirds
(Six months in the stockade and
forteiture of two thirds of our
pay for six months.)
The "cash register" began
ringing as we began to "PAY
THE PRICE."
With the impending invasion
of Sicily, our lockup time was
reduced to "time served," four-
teen days; not so with the loss
of pay, the "register" was ring-
ing a bit faster - that's when I
wanted to stay in the "lock-up."
All five of us were spared life
and limb in Sicily and as we
headed back to Palermo, the
"registers" were being over-
hauled and super greased as
the most expensive item was to
be tallied. Three of the "five
musketeers," of which I was
one, were selected to be
ostracized and sent as
replacements to Italy for "R &
R" at Salerno, Monte Cassino,
and Oh! must visit ANZIO for a
few months of ??peace and
quiet?? to the tune of the
"ANZIO EXPRESS."
The saddest experience of my
life was leaving my "Ninth
Division Family," lips trembl-
ed and tears flowed as we said
our goodbyes.
Talk of inflation!!! Had we
expected "ostracization," I bet
Sidi bel Abbes would have look-
ed pretty good, at least to me.
After Italy, it was the inva-
sion of southern France, the
march to meet up with our
troops to the north, and then on
to the "Fatherland."
From the day I left Sicily, this
once happy-go-lucky guy sud-
denly became a morosed in-
troverted loner. Sometime in
late November or early
December, 1944, I was in
Lamersdorf, where I spotted a
small sign reading "9-15-EA,"
a sign I knew so well, the handi-
work of ~y buddy, Jerry
Fasano, the other "Dead End
Kid," That sign reopened the
wound; I wanted to AWOL
again-this time to find "A" Co.
15th Engineers, but with the
"Battle of the Bulge" build-
ing up, common sense pre-
vailed. I did what I
had to do. A few days before
Christmas found me on my way
to the 98th general hospital in
England. While in an evacua-
tion hospital tent, I heard a
familiar voice several litters
away - a 15th Engineer's
voice. I was jubilant! Even
though we had not been in the
same company for some time,
we were "FAMILY" and in a
few minutes, I was pretty well
up to date on "A" Company.
Lady Luck was now favoring
me somewhat. I got Lucky. I
was flown to England. After
about twenty-three weeks, I
was reclassified non-combat,
and on August 2, 1945, was on a
plane heading Stateside with
one A and one B Company
Engineer Buddies.
REUNIONS STARTED
Now the reunions started. I
was invited to rejoin my "Ninth
Division Family," namely the
New England gang, and was
visited by many buddies. The
introvert became the extrovert.
So many of you know now who
never tires of promoting and
working OUR association and
the only thanks I expect is
what I've seen at the Florida
Chapter meetings in such large
numbers each spring and fall
for a few days of R&R, pay
tribute to our departed
"family" members and enjoy
each other's company as we
watch a show, tak.e a dinner
cruise, or just sit and gab over a
bit of "happy juice."
Fate works in mysterious
ways! Were I to have stayed
with the Ninth, I could well
have been #4,582 and not be
here to receive this honor.
GREAT PRIDE
Being elected your president
was as far from my mind as a
presidential pardon of my "28
days lost under Article of War
#107," so it is with deep humili-
ty and great pride that I try to
follow the great and honorable
men who have served before
me, too numerious to mention.
I'm still like a helium filled
balloon - the "first Lady"
with the white hair and pearls
(single strand), is frantically
trying to bring me down to
earth. I thank all of you who
suported me.
My hope is to have each
chapter concentrate on one or
two mini-reunions a year in
various parts of its state with a
turnout of 25% or 30% of the
membership plus wives who
deserve and need a chance to
dress and party. Some ideas
might be a group tour of two or
three days, a river or lake din-
ner cruise, dinner theater, etc.
- and it's not too early to plan a
foliage tour. Group rates and a
tax exempt certificate from
your state can make the above
suggestions more affordable.
I would have liked to have the
presence of mind to have said
all of the above as I stood before
the attendees at the Pines, but
an orator I'm not, a "diamond
in the rough" shaking with
stage fright is more like it.
SINCERE THANKS
Again, my sincere thanks to
all who helped turn about two
years of sadness and gloom to
humble pride in whatever time
I have before me. As our belov-
ed "Magnet," Father Connors,
used to say, "May we all meet





The fifth annual reunion was
held at the Ramada Inn in
Pigeon Forge, TN., the
weekend of May 5/6. Twenty
three former buddies gathered
in answer to John Lewis's call.
A call that brought together 17
members from "C" Co., 3 from
"B" Co., and 3 from Hdqrs. a
call that not only brought bUQ-
dies together from the States of
Colorado, Florida, Georgia,
New Jersey, New York, North
Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee and Virginia but also
their wives, families, friends
and widows.
From "C" Co. Alex Balough,
Stanley & Helen Busta,
Chalmus & Greta Cochran,
Aldor & Vicky Cook, Charles &
Barbara Denton, Fred &
Phyllis Dick, James & Marie
Fite, Dr. A.G. & Beulah Floyd,
Joe & Marion Kash, Stehen &
Helen Klucharich, Andrew &
Anna Kopach, Frank & Betty
Kowalik, John & Louise Lewis,
Carl & Louise Motley, Ralph
Palermo, Angelo & Betty Rin-
chiuso and Jack & Ellen Robin-
son. From "B" Co. Donald &
Cynthia Hyde, Peter &
Elizabeth Radichio and George
&Catherine Stein. From Hdqrs.
Sabi & Virginia Agostinelli,
Sewell &Bertha Carson and Joe
& Marion Medea.
We all gathered for
"gabfests" at poolside and in
the CP room renewing friend-
ships, acquaintances, recollec-
tions, experiences, browsing
through picture albums and
having a great time.
At 10 AM Sa turday all
members,. their wives,
families, relatives, friends and
widows gathered in the CP
room. John Lewis asked for
suggestions for 'a location for
the 1990 reunion. Several loca-
tions were mentioned. These
will be looked into by John
Lewis before a decision is
made.
Charles Denton then con-
ducted the meeting and the
memorial services. Several
members were given permis-
sion to speak. We then paid our
respects and homage to all our
deceased. We prayed in silence
not only for the 4581 left behind
in Africa and Europe, and those
deceased since then but for
those of our Battalion who have
gone to their eternal rest since
our 1988 reunion: Jack Wilson,
George Schmidt, Dom Shukis
"B" Co.; Angelo DeAmelia,
Frank Kalich, Coy Martin "C"
Co. We offer our belated sym-
pa thy to their families,
relatives and friends. We then
adjourned to the outdoors for
pictures.
We would like to hear from all
of our former members. Please
write to John H. Lewis, 211
Midland St., Shelbyville, TN.
37160 to add your name to the
mailing list.





When Marie Antoinette said,
"Let them eat cake," she must
have been thinking about their
just desserts.
Hopefully we'll have a large
turnout at Worcester in
November for our traditional
memorial services and get-
together.
Now this is an order - get
those reservations in for Oc-
tober, 1990, or you'll miss a
great reunion.
Sincerely,
Henry R. Santos, Pres.
9811 Connechusett Rd.
Tampa, FL 33617
47th Infantry Regimental Hall
of Honor is Dedicated
3rd Battalion, 47th Infantry
Regiment dedicated the 47th In-
fantry Regimental Hall of
Honor on 1 June 1989 at FOrt
Lewis Washington. Currently,
3rd Battalion is all that remains
of the 47th Infantry Regiment
on active service. 3rd Battalion,
47th INF is assigned to the 3rd
Brigade Combat Team, 9th In-
fantry Division (Motorized).
To preserve the ac-
complishments of the 47th In-
fantry Regiment, the Hall of
Honor was opened. It can be
found at 3/47th HG at Fort
Lewis, Washington.
The Hall was dedicated by
the Regiment's Honorary COL,
BG (RET) Lewis E. Maness
and Honorary CSM, CSM
(RET) Kenneth L. Meyer who
cut the ribbortopening the hall.
The Hall holds memborabilia
from the 47th Infantry Regi-
ment dating back to WWI. It
also contains many items from
WWII and the Vietnam War.
The hall also holds the names
and accomplishments of
several Distinguished
Members of the Regiment.
Items of interest in the Hall
include: a gas mask from WWI,
a WWI helmet, pictures of
soldiers training at Camp
Lewis, many Nazi relics in-
cluding: helmets, knives, and
pictures. From the Vietnam
War there are pictures, and
flags.
All of the items in the Hall
were donated by former
members of the 47th Infantry
Regiment. 3/47th INF is looking
for more memorabilia and
History of the Regiment. If you
are a former member of the
47th Infantry Regiment and you
have any memorabilia you





Fort Lewis, WA 98433
3/47th INF has also establish-
ed the 47th Infantry "Raiders"
Regimental Association. If you
would like to become a member
of the Association please send
your name and address to the
above address. You will then
receive a membership applica-
tion. There is a $10 membership
fee which includes: 47th Infan-
try Regimental Memorial Coin,
lifetime membership card,
your name placed on an
engraved plaque placed in the
Regimental Hall, and a
monetary contribution to ex-
pand the Hall of Honor.
39th Inf F Co Mini Reunion
Would like to remind all
former Fox Co men that our re-
union will be Sept. 28, 29 & 30th
in Searcy, Ark. It will be held in
the Shoney's Inn and room
rates start at $32 single and $39
double with a $3 Senior Citizen
discount. No matter what
period anyone was in, Fox Co.
basic training, Africa, Italy,
England, France or Germany,
you are asked to attend. A nicer
gathering of guys and gals can't
be found on this earth. It's like a
family reunion without the kids.
Anyone wishing more data can
contact Ray Hanks, Box 9,
McRae, Ark. 72102, Tel.
1-501-726-3388. Lyal Hendren
1-513-793-9726 or John Crail
1-412-823-0486. You are doing a
great job especially when you
can decipher the hen tracks,
like the above letter. Just
received word that Hurbert
Hannon died (former Fox Co
man) and Ed McNamara, Box
219, Brookfield, N.Y. 13314 just
found out Charles McMyn died
May 12, 1989 aslo former Fox Co
man, and Geroge Fuller died
Apr. 22, 1989. Also Gladys
Spangler, wife of Ed Spangler,
died earlier this year.
47th Inf B Co
LAWRENCE VINCI
214 Mountain View Dr.
Mahwah, N.J. 07430
I'm not quite sure how I came
across a notice about member-
ship in the association but I'm
glad I responded and began
receiving the Octofoil. As we all
know, our memories do get
dimmer with time, but some re-
main vivid. I joined B Co as a
replacement somewhere east of
Monschau and joined in the
Roer crossing and eventually
the Remagen Bridgehead. I got
knocked out of action on Mar. 14
somewhere near the Autobahn.
It was a fierce fire fight with
the platoon caught in the open
and I remember our platoon
leader Lt. Albers going down
and I believe was killed. I later
rejoined the company in
Hohenreid which was in the
vicinity of Div. Hqs. in In-
golstadt. We later were posted
in Furstenfeldbruch and
Dachau. I remember Sgt.
Hamilton who incidentally was
named in one of Ernie Pyles
books. I also remember a Com-
pany CO whose name was Capt.
Klauz or something close to it. I
share these memories with you
in the spirit of comradeship and
with the chance of stirring a
memory somewhere and
acknowledging it with your cor-
respondence. I wish you all well
being and congratulate all who
maintain the memory of our
.. D~IViSion: I





We've finally settled down
after our long trip to New York.
We want to congratulate the
New York Chapter for a
wonderful reunion. Everything
was terrific and it was good to
see so many of our friends
again along with some new
faces. The services at West
Point were very impressive
along with the tour afterwards.
It took a lot of work to get that
day organized and we ap-
preciate all the efforts of the
New York Chapter and The
Pines. We enjoyed the nightly
entertainment and dancing.
We're not used to such planned
daily activities and it was great
for a change. No one could com-
plain of being bored.
We had a good turnout from
the Illinois Chapter. We missed
seeing the Clousers. They had
informed us ahead of time that
they wouldn't be there. John
had to take care of something
locally before leaving Florida
for Michigan for the summer.
We also want to report that
upon coming home, we called
the Greco's. Lonnie informed
us tha.t Dom is doing as well as
can be expected. He is still in
the nursing home. She says she
missed being with us in New
York this year but was with us
in thought.
In May, the Illinois Chapter
joined our midwest members in
Madison Wisconsin. We had the
biggest attendance ever. Mike
Carpenter made all the ar-
rangements for the weekend.
We had two hospitality rooms
which were more th~m ade-
quate for all. Next year the
Hotel will furnish one big room.
Thanks for' everything Mike
and Vera.
" Our Memorial Day Services
were held this year at St. Adal-
bert Cemetery. We were happy
to see the Swanke's who haven't
been around for a few years.
Also Bob and Georgia Winkel-
man were in from Florida.
After the services, we adjorned
to the Heller's home for a cook-
out. The Heller's did a wonder-
ful job of entertaining and sent
us all home with a potted plant.
We will be going to the Pres-
tons on July 29th for a corn
roast. Wanda and Ted live in
Walworth, Wisconsin and we're
looking forward to an enjoyable
day. We will be reliving the
memories of the reunion.
Our Out-State Meeting with
the Michigan Chapter will be on
October 6 & 7, 1989 this year in
Angola, Indiana at the Holiday
Inn. Illinois will host this year
and we invite all the Mid-
westerners to attend. Reserva-
tions can be made directly with
the Holiday Inn in Angola, men-
tion the 9th.
Mike is back on the Board
again for the next three years
and looking forward to serving
the Organization in the best
possible way. Also congratula-
tions to Henry Santos for being
elected President for the com-
ing year. The Florida Chapter
has a good challenge for next
year for the reunion in Orlando
in October. It will be at the Or-
lando Marriott on October 4-7,
1990. Hope we can all be accom-
modated in one hotel. Good
luck!
One more date for the Illinois
Members' calendar. The
Christmas Party will be on
December 9, 1989.
Respectfully submitted,
Mike and Ann Belmonte
1161 South Lombard
Oak Park, 11.60304
Shoplifter: The only person
for which a crime spree and a
shopping spree are the same
thing.
N.E. NOTES
The N.E. Chapter was well
represented at our 1989 Reunion
at the Pines, with over thirty
members and their wives in at-
tendance.
Our congratulations to all
who worked to make the Re-
union such a smashing success.
It was a wonderful time with
good food, good entertainment,
and good friends.
Congratulations from the
N.E. Chapter to our new presi-
dent, Henry Santos. At a recent
meeting, our new officers for
the coming year were elected.
President, Larry
McLaughlin.




D'Amore, Herb Olsen, Gil Per-
nokas.
The group is now busy mak-
ing plans for our 45th Memorial
Mass and Service to be held in
Worcester on November 4th
and 5th. We hope that many of
our "Old Reliables" will be able
to be with us.
DEEPEST SYMPATHY
The members of the N.E.
Chapter wish to extend their
deepest sympathy to Gil Per-
nokas on the death of his wife
Eileen. '
Eileen was a lively, vivacious
person, always a welcome ad-
dition to any get-together. She
will be sorely mis~ed by all of
us.
Our sympathy also to Gil's
daughters, Carol and Eileen,
and to his son, Dr. Mark Per-
nokas.
A few weeks ago, I was in-
formed of the death of a good.
and dear friend, George
McSheehy. George and I were
drafted together in February,
1941 and were discharged
together in June, 1945. We
stayed in contact with one
another from then on. We spoke
often on the phone. He had
many stories to tell about
Father Connors, as he had
played basketball for Father at
Saint Bernard's in Fitchburg,
Mass. George was a wonderful,
pleasant guy and was always
glad to see you. He will be miss-
ed by all of us who had the
privilege of knowing him.
To his family, we in the N.E.
Chapter extend our deepest
svmDathv for their loss.
SAD NEWS
At the Reunion at the Pines,
we were informed that our good
friends Art MacDougal was
seriously ill. This was indeed
disheartening news for all of us
who know and like him.
Art has always taken an ac-
tive part in the association, ser-
ving on the Board of Governors,
chairing that great Reunion in
Camp Hill, PA, and always in-
volved in the workings of the
PA Chapter.
Because of poor health, Art
was unable to attend last year's
Memorial Service, but for as
long as I can remember, he and
his wife have been among those
who made the annual
pilgrimage to Worcester.
Art, your friends miss seeing
you and sincerely hope the
future finds you in better
health. My best regards to you
and your wife.
Many of his friends noticed
that Chick Lewis was not at the
Reunion at the Pines.
I'm sorry to say that Chick
has been in very poor health
and has spent most of the past
year in and out of the hospital.
Over the years, Chick has
been one of the "Old Reliables"
who never missed a Memorial
Service in Worcester.
Chick, your friends hope that
the future will find you in better
health and that you will be able
to be with us in November.
THE OC T 0 F 0 I L
FLORIDA CHAPTER
The 1989 Spring Meeting of
the Florida Chapter was held at
the Ramada Hotel North in
Tampa on April 14, 15 & 16th. A
total of 68 members and wives
were present. Jim Scotta and
Max Umansky arrived with the
forward eschelon a day early.
Other Thursday arrivals were
the set up crew, namely, Emil
De Donato, Secretary; Henry
Santos, Treasurer & Organizer,
and Joe Williams. The
membership and their wives
started to arrive early Friday
morning. By noon approx-
imately 90% had registered. A
convoy was formed at 12:45
which proceeded to go to the
Veterans Hospital for an in-
teresting and informative guid-
ed tour of the facilities. This
was followed by a buffet lunch
prepared by the Chefs of the
Hospital and paid for by the
members. Those that did not go
to the Veterans Hospital en-
joyed the "goodies" that were
set up in the Hospitality Room.
At 7 p.m. the entire group
went across the street to the




tionally as the "Polka King." In
addition to the Polka dancing,
other dance music was played
by an intermediate group. They
played rumbas, waltzs and fox
trots ...tunes of yesteryear.
Live entertainment was fur-
nished by the In-House players.
One entertainer put on a uni-
cycle act that warrants TV con-
sideration. Other skits were
both entertaining and en-
joyable.
After the Dinner/Show, it was
back to the Hospitality Room
What-started. ~t. to be a sing-.
along with words and tape-
recorded music brought in by
Secreatary De Donato turned
into a duet by Joseph Kearns
and John sChriffen.
They sang their rendition of
"When Your Old Wedding Ring
was New" to the delgiht of an
appreciative audience. These
two members are related
through marriage ... John's
daughter married Joe's son or
vice versa ...which makes them
"Fathers-in-law" or some-
thing. Anyway, given each a
few drinks sparks them to put
on a good two man "Fathers-in-
law" duet.
Many issues and topics were
discussed at the Saturday's 10
a.m. to 12 noon Chapter
Meeting. The main one being
the 1990 National Reunion to be
held in Orlando, Florida with
the Florida Chapter as its host.
Joe Williams was named Com-
mittee Chairman. The 1990 Na-
tional Reunion will have the
new Disney MGM Studio at-
traction to attend in addition to
Disney World, Epcot, Sea
World and the many other fine
Florida ath:actions. So make
your plans early to take your
grand kids along for a fine
Florida vacation. Details will
appear in the OCTOFOIL soon
after the 1989 Reunion in the
Pines.
Saturday afternoon's main
feature was the visit to the
Museum of Science & Industry.
For those who did not attend the
Museum, the Ramada had an
excellent swimming pool, an
exercise room then there was
near-by shopping for the
women...and the Hospitality
Room for the men.
Starting at 7 p.m. Saturday
evening, the group assembled
in full dress in one of the large
meeting rooms at the Ramada
to enjoy a delicious hot buffet
dinner. Retired General Lewis
E. Maness (Chip) gave an in-
spiring 20 minute talk touching
on some of his and the
Division's experiences also
touching on some contem-
porary issues. The General is
an active member of the Flori-
da Chapter who mingles in with
the membership as a regular
guy. He served as 2nd Battalion
Commander with the 47th In-
fantry in addition to other
capacities during his tenure
with the Army. We are proud to
have him in the Florida
Chapter.
The finale and climax of this
Spring Meeting ended up in the
Hospitality Room where the
remnants of spirits and snacks
were consumed. The two
"Fathers-in-Iaw-- sang an en-
core followed by jokes and
story telling being delivered
one right after another by dif-
ferent memberts name Joe
Williams, Tony Manzolilla,
Emil De Donato and others that
names do not come to mind.
The party broke up after mid-
night leaving the clean-up for
Sunday morning...and the par-
ting of friends waving" 'til the
next time, buddy."
Truly, the Florida Chapter
meetings are getting better and
better. For those members who
are out of state and find your-
selves in our area at the time of
the next meeting sometime in
October of this year, a cordial
welcome is extended to you...
the fee is the same.
Emil J. De Donato, Sec.




When Rip Van Winkle
awakened from a twenty-years'
slumber, it wasn't the Wee Wise
Men of the Catskills who awoke
him -:-:- i~ wa~ the tUlJlllltou§
throng of the 9th Infantry 'Divi~
sion Association 1989 reunion
descending upon the Pines
Hotel, June 19-23, that
reverberated throughout the
New York mountains.
The New York Area Chapter
members are especially proud
of our reunion committee -
Emil Langer, Frank Fazio and
Vincnet Guglielmino for their
tireless two year effort and
gratifying success that made
our reunion so memorable. The
N.Y. chapter hopes the entire
membership that attended the
convention hgd a great time.
The turnout was over 800
members and family and the
Pines Hotel gave us the best of
what they had - every minute
of day-and-night.
The sumptuous menu and
services were exceptional. The
hotel staff headed by Bruce
Siegel, Eve Carter and others
made our stay most
pleasurable. The choice of ac-
tivities were enormous or you
could just meet with your bud-
dies to relax and gab. Every
night there was a show and dan-
cing - who wanted to sleep?
The Wednesday, June 21 trip
to West Point U.S. Military
Academy was well organized.
The solemn service in the Cadet
Chapel for our 4581 fellow 9th
men who never came home
from the wars was poignant
and memorable. Who would
ever forget the soulful echo taps
at the end of the service. The
address by Brig. Gen. Roy K.
Flint of the academy was in-
teresting and informative, deal-
ing with the heritage of West
Point and the place of the
military in keeping the peace
today and in the future.
A luncheon for 9th members
at the Officers Club and Hotel
Thayer also highlighted the day
followed by a guided tour by
lovely instructors and officers'
wives of points of interest on the
academy grounds.
Next day at the Pines on
Thursday, June 22, the 44th con-
vention got down to association
business with membership ap.d
committee discussions and re-
ports. A proposal by Maj. Gen.
Mike Kauffman to establish a
communications committee be-
tween our 9th Inf. Div. Associa-
tion and the Octofoil Associa-
tion of the current 9th Inf. Divi-
sion based at Ft. Lewis,
Washington, was discussed and
approved by the Board of
Governors. (Details of this
issue and others are detailed
elsewhere in the Octofoil.)
Well, without a doubt, our
banquet night must have been
one of the most unforgettable
and hilarious ones held over the
years. Decorum seemed proper
enough when outgoing presi-
dent Emil Langer turned over
to incoming president Henry
Santos the gavel of office. Until
this day of the banquet we
didn't have a previously an-
nounced guest speaker. Early
in the evening we were in-
formed that we, in fact, did
have a speaker - the "General
of the Italian Air Force Force. "
General Florio was introduced
and his address to our member-
ship started off with seemingly
straight comments and ap-
preciation of American GI's in
Italy during WWII (not of
course mentioning that they
were our enemy in North
Africa.) His speech became
more spiced with humor until it
became all humor and little
speech - while we sat with
sides splitting from laughter. It
was a great put-on! "General
Florio" was actually an actor
named Al Florio, a professional
"imposter," having appeared
on Candid Camera. Surprised
N.Y.. Chapter .presidenL,'i<Vln-•• ,
cent Guglielmino, sitting on the
dais next to him - then realized
he knew "Florio" when they
both worked in N.Y.C. garment
center years ago. Also, another
member who was a barber -
John Travelise - remembered
cutting "Florio's hair in the
past! What a rousing finish to
the 1989 reunion!
This N.Y. report can't
possibly cover it all, and
although many rooms didn't
meet with members satisfac-
tion we had a great time. We
look forward to 1990 when we all
meet again in "Henry Santos-
World" in Orlando, Fl.orida.
At this time of this writing I
was informed of Art Schmidt's
hospitalization following a
serious auto accident after
leaving the reunion. I'm sure
we all wish Art a speedy
recovery. Send cards to his









9th Med. Bn "C" Co.
RALPH PALERMO
223 Barbera Dr.
McKees Rocks, Pa 15136
Enclosed find check for this
year's dues. Also, a little for the
Memorial Fund. Sorry to hear
of the death of Frank Kalich -
C Co. and Jack Wilson - B Co.
9th Medics. They will both be
sadly missed. I know we missed
them at our Mini Convention at
Pidgeon Forge, Tenn. on May
4th & 5th.
We had a successful Conven-
tion at Pidgeon Forge. A total of
48 people attended. It was real-
ly good to see part of our long
lost family. After almost 44
years, I saw for the first time
our company Doctor, Captain
A.G. Floyd. He is now retired
and is taking life easy.








The 164th meeting of the Na-
tional Board of Governors of
the Ninth Infantry Division As-
sociation was held on June 20,
1989 at the Pines Hotel, South
Fallsburg, New York. The
meeting was called to order by
President Emil Langer at 3:15
P.M. Attending the meeting
were Board members Nick
Dogostino, Len Tommassone,
Ed Wisniewski, Adolph Wadal-
avage, Richard Martin, Larry
McLaughlin, Henry Santos,
Dave Heller, Oliver Carter,
Floyd Hennessy and Jack Col-
lier. Also Treasurer Tom Boyle,
Pat DeColi, Ron Murphy, Paul
Keller, Marty Drasovitz, Elmer
Wagner, John Bonkowski, Fred
D'amore, Les Ronay, Frank
Gonzol, Mike Kauffman, John
Miller and Ralph Witzken.
The Secretary, Dan Quinn
read the minutes of the 163rd
meeting held in Pittsburgh in
April of 1989 and upon a motion
made by Len Tommassone and
seconded by Ed Wisniewski it
was voted to: Accept the read-
ing of the minutes.
Tom Boyle was called upon
for his report and Tom outlined
the expenses and income for the
past year of the association.
Upon a motion made by Larry
M~Laughlin and seconded by
Nick Dogostino it was voted to:
Accept the Treasurers report.
MEMORIAL PLAQUES
President Langer spoke of
the Memorial Plaques that are
being distributed to the
members at the reunion and re-
quested the members to be sure
and pick up their envelopes that
contain these plaques. The
other members not attending
the oounion;,will be mailed·the
cards.
Henry Santos reported for the
Florida Chapter, host of the
1990 reunion to be in Orlando,
Florida on October 4, 5, and 6th
at the Marriott Hotel. The
Chapter committee members
have been active for the past
year getting all the details in
order. The price of the rooms
will be $69.00. More details will
follow in the Octofoil. President
Langer thanked Santos for his
report.
Dave Heller was called upon
for his report on the Editorial-
izing of the By-laws that he has
worked on for the past year,
some changes were accepted
by the Board at the April
meeting and Heller made a mo-
tion to make changes on Section
13 and 20 paragraphs and this
was seconded by Henry Santos
and so voted upon by the Board
members. Section 34, 38, and 52
were tabled by a motion made
by Larry McLaughlin and sec-
onded by Len Tommassone and
so moved.
Dave Heller who is also work-
ing on a Directory of members
of the association requested
that members wishing to be in-
cluded in this Directory send in
their name and units before the
end of the year, if they want
their names to appear in the
Directory. As of this date Heller
has received, less than half or
the membership, requests to be
included in the Directory.
Ed Wisniewski reported for
the Michigan Chapter as to
their activities. They recently
held a Memorial Serivce for
their deceased members and
will hold their out-of-state
meeting in the fall. Langer
thanked Wisniewski for his
report.
Ron Murphy reported that
the New England members will
again hold the Annual
Memorial Mass and Service
that was started in 1945 by the
late Father Connors. The dates.
November 4th and 5['n. lVlliit
details will appear in the Octo-
foil before those dates. Langer
thanked Murnhv
Dave Heller reported for the
Illinois Chapter. A joint meet-
ing with Michigan and Wiscon-
sin Members will be held in the
Fall. October 6 and 7th is the
dates of this meeting. Jack Col-
lier also reported for the Illinois
Chapter. Langer thanked
Heller and Collier for their
reports.
Adolph Wadalavage of the
New York Chapter reported of
the Activities of the Chapter
and how they hold meetings the
3rd Friday of each month (ex-
cept in July and August) at the
Masonic Hall on 23rd in New
York City. The meetings are
attended an<~ on May 19th the
members traveled to Farming-
dale Veterans Cemetary to con-
duct a Memorial Service. 52
people were present and after
the ceremony the members
then traveled to Beth Page
State Park where refreshments





the members and made a Pro-
posal for a more Cooperative
effort between our association
and the Octofoil Association of
the Present Ninth Infantry Di-
vision at Fort Lewis. Emphasis
by the Coordinating Committee
will be on Establishing com-
munications between the two
Associations to: Exchange
newspapers, Arrange Speakers
for each other's National,
Regional and Local Meetings,
exchange information and His-
torical data of mutual Benefits
and cooperate to accomplish
the above stated proposal. A
motipn wa.s made by Larry Mc-
Laughliri and seconded by Len
Tommassone to: Accept the
Proposal. A Committee will be
appointed ,<.tf the next Board of
Governors meeting to be held
Thursday June 22nd and will in-
clude the new Board members
that will be elected at that
meeting.
There being no other business
to come before the Board and
upon a motion made by Floyd
Hennessy and seconded by Nick
Dogostino it was voted to: Ad-
journ the meeting at_5: 15 P.M
MEETING
The 44th Annual Meeting of
the Ninth Infantry Division
Association was held on June
22, 1989 at the Pines Hotel
South Fallsburg, N.Y. Th~
meeting was called to order by
the President of the Association
£mil Langer at 10:15 A.M. The
various committees had met
earlier in the morning. Langer
asked the members to rise re-
ci te with him the Pledg~ of
Allegiance to the Flag and to re-
main standing for a moment of
Silence for the departed men of
the Ninth. There were close to
300 members present for the
meeting.
Secretary Quinn read the
minutes of the last reunion held
in Hyannis in 1988 and upon a
motion made by Henry Santos
and seconded by Floyd Hen-
nessy it was voted to: Accept
the reading of the minutes and
to instruct the secretary to
place copy of same on file.
The Treasurer Tom Boyle
was called upon for his report.
Boyle gave a detailed account
of the spending and income of
the Association for the past
eleven months. He concluded
his report by stating "All ex-
penses are recorded when paid
and receipts credited when de-
posits are made. All balances
have been proven by me
through copies of bank state-
ments and Pass Books. To the
best of my knowledge all de-
mands that have been made
upon this association have been
paid or settlement made there-
of. I have no knowledge of out-
standing receipts or expenses.
It is my considered opinion that
our fine organization is in good
financial condition. Barring un-
forseen conditions. It is my be-
lief that the Ninth Infantry
Association has a comfortable
financial condition for the
future. A large part of this con-
dition is due to the attention
given it by its officers and the
Board of Governors. Upon a
motion make by Anthony
Varone and seconded by Mike
Deresh it was voted to: Accept
the Treasurers report. Langer
thanked Boyle for his report.
FINANCE COMMITTEE
Jack Collier Chairman of the
Finance Committee was asked
to submit his report. Collier
named the following members
who served with him on this
committee: Roger Alsgaard,
Lou Gray, Walter O'Keeffe,
Vince Gugliemino, Al Bruchac,
Tony Soprano, Phil Berman.
Gordon Anderson, Fred
D'Amore and Tom Boyle.
The committee recommends
that the expenses be kept the
same as there has been a deficit
budget for the last few years.
The committee also recom-
mends that consideration be
given to raising the dues of the
membership and re-investing
the funds of the association for
a larger return of investments.
The proposal is not expected to
totally defray the Annual
Deficit. It is designed to partial-
ly reduce the deficit with the re-
mainder to be offset from cur-
rent assets. Increa~ the m.m...
bership dues in Section 14, 15, 17
and 24 of the By-laws as fol-
lows: 1 year of $5.00 to $10.00-
3 years from $13.00 to $25.00 and





















The deficit of this budget,
may be necessary for funds to
be borrowed or used from the
other accounts.
Upon a motion made by El-
mer Wagner and seconded by
Bill Martin it was reported to:
Accept the report of the finance
committee. President Langer
thanked Collier and his com-
mittee for their report.
NEWSPAPER COMMITTEE
Henry Santos Chairman of
the newspaper committee was
called upon for his report and
he named the following mem-
bers who served on this com-
mittee: Bill Martin, Marvin
Levy, Paul Clark, Nick Dogos-
.tino, Floyd Hennessey, Roger
Gartland, and Art Schmidt.
The committee recommends
the following:
1. Leave the publication at
the current 5 issues a year.
2. Encourage the member-
ship to send in more news items
or letters to denote their in-
terest.
3. Thank the staff of the Octo-
foil for their efforts.
Upon a motion made by Mar-
ty Krasovitz and seconded by
Bill Hyman it was voted to: Ac-
cept the newspaper committee
report. Langer thanked the
Committee for their report.
MISCELLANEOUS COMMIT-
TEE
Ed Wisniewski Chairman of
the Miscellaneous Committee
was called upon for his report
and he named the following
members who served on this
committee: Bill DeBruyne,
Tom Hatton, Larry Ghere, Bill
Coen, Ron Murphy and Mike
Belmonte. The committee
recommends that a permanent
committee consisting of 3 or 5
members be established to in-
vestigate future reunion loca-
tions. That the committee be re-
imbursed for their expenses
and work in conjunction of con-
vention centers and host chap-
ters to get ideas for future sites.
This committee be rotated so a
new person would be added
after so many years and as a
member leaves the committee.
Have shuttle buses available
when members are billeted
away from the main hotel site
so as not have the members
drive after partying.
Upon a motion made by Fred
D'Amore and seconded by John
O'Grady, it was voted to: Ac-
cept the Committees report.
Langer thanked the Committee
for their report.
BY-LAWS
President Langer called upon
Dave Heller Chairman of the
By-laws committee. Heller
named the following members
who served with him on this
committee: Emil DeDonato
Pat DeColi, Lawrence Kauf~'
man, Adolph Wadalavage,
George Brown, Ted Preston,
John Bonkowski and Bill Flem-
ing.
1. It was announced that
copies of the By-Iws as of June
25, 1988 were distributed to all
Board members and Officers.
(After this meeting new copies
will be distributed).
2. Two Minor revisions to the
By-laws were adopted by the
Board on June 20, 1989.
A. The requirement that
the signature of the President
must appear on membership
cards was deleted.
B. Mentions or" "Securities
owned by the Association prior
to October 1, 1952" were
deleted.
3. One proposal was defeated
by the Committee:
A. To recommend that the
term of office· of the President
no longer be restricted to one
year.
4. One proposal was
unanimously passed by the
Committee: "That measurers
be taken to amend Section 52 so
as to eliminate the present
power of the Board of Gover-
nors to amend, change or
repeal bylaws without the con-
sent of the annual meeting."
Upon a motion made by Tony
Varone and seconded by Cliff
Painter it was voted to: Accept
the report of the Bylaws Com-
mittee. President Langer




of the Nominating Committee
was asked to give his report. He
named the following men who
served with him on this com-
mittee: Len Tomassone, Elmer
Wagner, Bill Henemuth, Roger
Elmer, Frank. Russo, Anton
Dietrich. Dick Martin, Henry
Santos. The Committee recom-
mends the following five mem-
bers replace the five members
who are going off the Board of
Governors: From Michigan -
Tom Hatton, from Illinoi~ -
Mide Bellmonte, from the New
York Chapter - Walter
O'Keeffe, from the Florida
Chapter Philip Berman. From
a new Chapter in New Jersey -
Ed Hopkins. President Langer
called for nominations from the
floor. There being none and
upon a motion made by Mike
Ford and seconded by Mark
Sciarrappa it was voted to:
Close the nominations and ac-
cept the moninations as sub-
mitted by the committee.
John Sabato made a motion
that was seconded by Nick
Dogostino to: Have the
secretary cast one ballot for
unanimous slate. President
Langer thanked Larry
McLaughlin and his committee
for their report and recom-
mendations.
Mike Kauffman addressed
the membership regarding the
Proposal he had made before
the Board of Governors of the
association at their meeting on
Tuesday June 20, 1989. His Pro-
posal was to have our Associa-
tion and the Association of the
Ninth Infantry Division now
stationed at Fort Lewis Wash-
ington form a coordinating
committee to exchange News-
papers, arrange speakers for
each other's~ational,Regional
and Local meetings. Exchange
information and Historical data
of mutal benefit and cooperate
to accomplish the above stated
purposes of the association.
That each association will
maintain its own identity and
handle it own finances.
The Board of Governors at
. their next meeting (this after-
noon) will take action on the
Proposal and appoint the'neces-
sary committee to work out the
details of this cooperative ef-
fort.
There being no other business
to come before this Body and
upon a motion made by Vince
Guglielmino and seconded by
Gil Pernokas it was voted to:
Adjourn the meeting at 12
Noon.
BOARD OF GOVERNORS -
The 165th Meeting of the Na-
tional Board of Governors of
the Ninth Infantry Division
Association was held on June
23rd, 1989 at the Pines Hotel in
South Fallsburg, New York,
The meeting was called to
order by the President of the
Association Emil Langer at
3: 05 p.m. who asked the
members to stand and observe
a moment of silence in memory
of our departed members.





DICk Martin, Jack Collier
Walter O'Keeffe, Ed Hopkins:
Tom Hatton, Phil Berman
Mike Belmonte. Also in att~n~
dance were Tom Boyle
Treasurer, Dave Heller Walter
Victor, M,ax Umansk;, John
BonkowskI, Paul Keller Pat
DeColi, Marty Krasovitz: Lew
•Gray, Ralph Witzken, Marv
Levy, Fred D'Amore and Mike
Ka uffman and Vince
Guglielmino.
Upon a motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by
Larry McLaughlin it was voted
to: Omit the reading of the
minutes of the 164th Board
meeting.
Upon a motion made by Ed
W.isniewski and seconded by
NIck Dogostino it was voted to:
Omit the treasurers repOrt.
Continued Page 6
•
Deadline for next issue of Octofoil-Oct· 20th
Minutp~;
Continued from Page 5
ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Election of Officers for the
coming year was held and the
following members elected to
serve this year:
President, Henry Santos
1st V.P., Vince Gugliemino
2nd V.P., Fred D'Amore
3rd V.P., Pat DeColi
Treasurer, Tom Boyle
Secretary, Dan Quinn
Judge Advocate, Dave Heller
Out-going President Emil
Langer turned over the gavel to
Henry Santos and thanked the
members for their cooperation
for the past year. Santos thank-
ed the members for electing
him to the Office of President of
this association and promised
to do his best to uphold the
honor bestowed upon him.
Phil Berman of the Florida
Chapter briefed the members
on 1990 Reunion being held in
Florida.
Larry McLaughlin Chairman
of the Awards to Veterans
Facilities named Henry Santos
and Adolph Wadalavage as
members of this Committee.
The committee recommends
that awards be given to the
Soldiers Home in Chelsa,
Massachusetts for an eye ex-
aminer machine which will cost
$900.00 and the second award to
the Veterans Hospital in Tam-
pa, Florida consisting of two
TV's valued at $800.00. Upon a
motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by
Walter O'Keeffe it was voted
to: Approve the committees
recommendations.
There were no bids submitted
for the 1991 Reunion and Presi-
dent Santos requested that the
Chapters get info on a possible
site for. that y~ar.~ .....;~ .
COORDINATING
COMMITTEE
President Santos named the
following members to serve on
the Committee for Establishing
Communication between our
Association and the Ninth In-
fantry Division stationed at
Fort Lewis, Washington: Mike
Kauffman, Walter O'Keeffe
and Norris Grey.
Dave Heller reported on the
Directory that he is trying to
put together and will report at
the Fall meeting of the Board.
As of this date Heller has
received replies from about
half of the membership. re-
questing that their names, ad-
dresses and units be placed in
this Directory.
A motion was made by
Walter O'Keeffe and seconded
by Ed Hopkins to: If necessary
in order to operate the associa-
tion borrow the money from the
Memorial Fund. So moved and
accepted.
There being no other business
to come before the Board and
upon a motion made by Len
Tomassone and seconded by
Adolph Wadalavage it was








Happened to see the dues
reminder. Thanks for a second
chance. You are truly of the old
school. Check enclosed. Saw
some men of the 9th perform at
Seattle for the American
Legion. Did a good job. They
seemed so young! Also met a
man here in Altus that saw our
3rd Bn in action in the Mekong
Delta. He said they did good
work. Reading Mail Call, the
names and stories makes a
man feel like he's there again. I
wonder about the old Susan B.
Anthony at times.
M COMPANY CHRONICLER
Once again "Big M" claims
to have had the largest
representation of any company-
size unit at the Association's
44th Reunion at South Falls-
burg NY last month. There
were 21 of us present from
M/47th (35 counting wives and
other friends). Besides myself
there were Ken Creighton, John
DeSepio, Fred Falgiano, Leo
Fatlan, Howard Gaertner, Ray
Haire, Bill Horan, Joe Kearns,
Ray King, Lysle Kitchen, Con-
da Knee, John Knight, Don
Kothe, Ben Kovacs, Bill
Kowalczyk; Joe Ksenaitis, Ed
Little, Ira Rosenfeld, Jack
Rowe and Ed Wills.
There were three tables full
of us for every meal so when we
cheered we really dented the
acoustics. And there was lots to
cheer about. The food was
great. The entertainment was
first-rate and the entire pro-
gram was handled most ef-
ficiently. The Pines Resort did
a wonderful job and a tip of the
Chronicler's old steel pot goes
to the Association's Greater
New York Chapter which plan-
ned and hosted this fine affair.
REPLACES NEWSLETTER
This column is a new Octofoil
feature and replaces a quarter-
ly newsletter published in the
effort to resurrect the old
M/47th that started about five
years ago. There are now 99 of
us out of the 441 who passed
through M Company's ranks
from the time we departed Fort
Bragg in '42 until the war was
over. We've accounted for 44
who fell overseas and 52 others
who, since VE Day, have stack-
ed arms for good. We are de-
termined to keep up the search
and get back in ranks- aU woo
are unaccounted for. Now I'm
beginning to sound like our old
Captain Jim Johnston after pay
days in North Carolina.
I believe we have another live
one. Anyone recall Angelo M.
Parento? Lou Schneider of
Pittsburg PA has located
Angelo in nearby Bridgeville
(1069 Grandview St. 15017) and
I'm waiting for his acknow-
ledgement that he's the same
who joined the M/47 at
Schevenhutte, Germany. The
lead to Angelo came from Al
Bravin, former mess sergeant
of Hq 3rd Bn whom I ran into at
the Reunion. The network
works!
"Colonel Ben" Bennick of
Springfield VA sends fulmina-
tions that only pierogie bus-
iness of great importance kept
him from The Pines and, he
curses Ma Bell for non-delivery
of his telegram of greetings to
us there. I suspect that the Col-
onel, with all the G2 for which
he was already famous in M,
had advance scoop of the Pines'
typhoid connection and wasn't
risking any. But that's another
story - right Ben?
Tom Morgan of Chattanooga
TN says he's planning to be in
Orlando for the next Reunion.
In the meantime, any M-ers
passing through his bailiwick
will find a free guide up to the
top of Lookout Mountain and
you won't have to ·tote a
machine gun tripod or a mortar
baseplate either.
Fred Falgiano of the Bronx
and Bill Kowalczyk of Chicopee
Falls MA have sent in photos of
the South Fallsburg "gathering
of eagles" and I hope The
Editor will publish a couple of
them.
I agree with Hizoner Dan
Quinn who suggested our going
to an Octofoil column rather
than continuing independent
THE OCTOFOll
publication of our newsletter. It
would tend to strengthen the
Association by building upon
the closest ties that members
have, those with buddies forged
under fire at the company or
lower levels. It makes sense.
On the other hand, I believe
there is more to be done at the
Association level to assist
resurrection of those ties. The
Association's membership
records ought to be computeriz-
ed with cross-references to the
individual's original unit.
Red Phillips
M Co., 47th Infantry
14002 Hemlock Dr.




It was gratifying to be elected
to the Board of Governors of the
Ninth Infan try Division
Association, and as I look at the
names of those who preceded
me, I am impressed. Reading
these names makes me both
proud and humble. I assure you
that I will serve the Association
with both dedication and in-
tegri ty, doing all I can to fur-
ther the aims of the Association
and the wishes of the members.
I enjoyed the reunion at The
Pines tremendously, even
though my action~ were some-
what limited by my recent en-
counter with the surgeon's
blade. I seem to be well on the
way to recovery, though the
time involved is much longer
than I had anticipated.
I understand there were a few
complaints about the facilities,
and while it wasn't the Waldorf,
what we paid would not have
bought us a room at the Waldorf
foron~ni&.h~. W.e ovye t.he New
York contingent a vote of
thanks for their efforts. I found
the staff courteous and helpful,
the accommodations more than
adequate, the food good and
plentiful, and the price was
right. I think we can overlook
what shortcomings there were.
Certainly our gang can enjoy
ourselves anywhere, just so
long as we're together.
The New Jersey Chapter was
fairly well represented, though
I hope to see more of them at
future reunions. Many men of
the chapter whom I hadn't
previously met personally, in-
troduced themselves to me. I
hope to see them at our regular
meetings which will start again
in September. We are con-
sidering a dinner meeting for
August, with spouses. Our
ladies do add a bit of class to
our gatherings. At this time I'd
like to remind all members to
check their membership cards.
If their dues are not paid
through 1990, they are due now!
Please send them to me or Lou
Slatnick now so I do not have to
send out another reminder.
Sending out a second reminder
causes us to lose money.
We look forward to next year




60th In E Co.
DONALD BUELOW
440 E. Dodge St.
Jefferson, Wi. 53549
I attended my 1st 9th Div. re-
union at the Pines in So. Falls-
burg, N.Y. this year and had a
wonderful time. I would like to
hear from anyone who was in
Co.E during Aug. 19, 1944 to the
end of the war and 3 months
after in Ingolstatt, Germany. I
was there until my number
came up to let me come home.
To "B" (47th) or
NOT TO "B"
Greetings once again from
the Keystone State, Penn-
sylvania and our beautiful
Cumberland Valley. Words
cannot describe the fantastic
44th Annual Reunion of our
Great 9th Infantry Division
Association which was held
June 19 thru 23, at the Pines
Hotel, in South Fallsburg, NY
in the heart of the Catskills Mts.
of New York State. The New
York Chapter's Reunion Com-
mittee of our 9th Inf. Div.
Association did a fantastic job
setting up this wonderful affair.
Mrs. Bruce Seigel, the Director
of Sales, Pines Hotel, has to be
the most energetic person who
really loves his work, and it
showed every day while we
were in attendance for each
programmed event which was
the ultimate in making over 900
Members, together with their
families and friends, very hap-
py indeed in enjoying our Re-
union in the Catskills. Of all the
Reunions we've attended, this
one has to be rated close to be-
ing on a par with our Ft. Bragg
Reunion in 1962.
HIGHLIGHT OF REUNION
Without a doubt, the highlight
of the Reunion had to be the
very memorable West Point
Trip. Over 22 buses filled with
our 9th Inf. Div. Members
families and friends made the
trip to West Point, crowded into
the Cadet Chapel to pay tribute
to our 4,581 departed comrades
with a wreath-laying ceremony
and a Special firing squad
salute. Keynote speaker Brig.
Gen. Roy K. Flint and Dean of
the U.S. Military Academy in
his remarks said that "Some
things are worth dying for.
Freedom is worth fighting for."
After the memorial services
we were treated royaitybYha~­
ing lunch at the Hotel Thayer
and West Point officers club
followed by a two hour tour of
West Point.
22 MEMBERS
Twenty-two members of our
"B" Co. group were in atten-
dance for this Reunion. For the
very first time, Nino (Chick)
Cecchini and his wife Julie,
formerly of North Bergen, NJ
and now living in Port
Charlotte, Florida and Charlie
Munger and his wife, Joyce,
formerly of Madison, Conn. and
living in Englewood, Florida,
attended this reunion and had a
ball! Joe Taubner with his wife
Ellie, worked very hard in get-
ting more of his 4th Platoon
men out to this Reunion and
finally succeeded with Chick
and Charlie. The men are just
as rice as Joe remembered
them and their wives are just as
nice and most pleasant and
joined enthusiastically in all ac-
tivities at the Pines. Bob and
Moira Moore, also of his Plat-
toon, had reservations also, but
something prevented them
coming this time. For the four
days of the Reunion, the Cec-
chini's and the Munger's sat at
Joe and Ellie's table, along with
Stan and Florence Adowski.
Stan and Florence are regulars
at our Reunion. Stan of the 1st
Platoon, along with Joe and
Ellie, attended the first 9th Inf.
Div. Reunion in 1946 in New
York City's Hotel Commodore,
so it was the old times welcom-
ing the new ones. They joined 14
others to make a solid block of
11 "BECO" members atten-
ding, one half of a busload
everywhere we went! - "B"
Co. Members and friends
seated at adjoining tables
were: "Schock" Shockley and
his wife Esther ("Etsie"), Ed
Clod Helen Sarnocinski. Joe
Campagnone. Dennis Cadedy,
John Morgan, Lou and Julie
Netta of the 60th Inf. (and good
friend of "B" Co). And finally
leading "B" Co.'s table arrang-
ment were: Pat and Ann
Morano, Joe and Stella
Cichocki, Tony and Josephine
Mangobilla, and Olga Palega.
MISHAP
Our "BECO" family was
sorry to hear that Flo Adowski
had a fall coming down th€
steps from her Pines apartment
and injured her back. We
understand that Flo and Stan
were very satified with the
treatment given her at the local
hospital not far from the Pines
Hotel. Flo, all of us sipcerly
hope that your injury was not
serious and that you have made
a full recovery. - Art and
Grace Stenzel also had reserva-
tions for the Reunion when the
second day went by and they
had not arrived. Our "B" Co.
group phoned Art at their home
and we were sadded to learn
that Grace had a heart attack
just priot to leaving Florida for
the Reunion. A follow up phone
call was made to Art upon our
return from the Reunion. Art
said that Grace was recovering
and improving each day. On
behalf of Ann and myself and
all of our "BECO" buddies,
wives, and friends, we
sincerley wish you a speedy
recovery, Grace! God Bless
You! - On the lighter side: Ed
Sarnocinski, Tony Mangolilla
and Dennis Canedy were lured
onto the night club stage on one
of the evenings' entertainment.
They were in a contest involv-
ing sitting on inflated balloons
and trying to break them. They
wore grotesque masks such as
Mortimer Snerd and were the
hit of the show!! Captain
Shqckley and Lt ..Morgan:were
very proud that "B" Co. was in
the forefront again! Our
"BECO" group together with
other New York Chapter
members were well
represented in sporting events.
Ann Morano and Olga Palega
gave a good account of them-
selves in horseshoes coming in
second place. Pat Morano and
his partner Charley Libretto
came in second also in Bocci.
Frank Fagio with great help
from his wife Vita came in first
winning the Bocci Trophy. -
Our commentary is worth
repeating: this was a fantastic
Reunion! There is a possibility
that we may return ot the Pines
again for another Reunion -
based on favorable comments
from many members and
friends of our 9th Inf. Div
Association.
To all our "B" Co. members,
wives and friends, we hope you
have a great happy summer.
Let us all say a special prayer
for peace in our world. Keep
well and enjoy yourselves to the
fullest each and every day!
Pat Morano




8705 Village Mill Row
Hudson, Florida 33567




I am reading the "Battle of
the Huertgen Forest" by
Charles B. MacDonald. I think
all of us who fought in those
woods in Sept. & Oct. 1944
thought we had it tougher than
anyone. After reading this book
I think we all had it as rough as
could be. It's a good book.
Enclosed are my dues.
F COMPANY 47th INFANTRY
Once again F Company, 47th
Infantry had an excellent turn~
out at The Pines Resort for our
44th Annual Reunion. Though
the CP facility left a bit to be
desired, it served our purpose
of having a place to meet. Shar-
ing expenses with the E Com-
pany gang seemed to work out
so well that we'll do it again at
Orlando. I want to thank Milton
Zucker and Paul Giarraputo for
doing such a great job of keep-
ing things running smoothly in
the CPo
It was good to see Marie
Tokarcheck and Irma Koskie,
widows of two of our best
soldiers, among us. We hope
they'll join us more often. Doc
Richel's widow, Only, and her
lovely daughter, Judy, graced
our CP also. They too are al-
ways welcome. In fact, I know
of very few people who haven't
been made welcome in the F
Company CP these past 13
years. We're a pretty
hospitable group.
We missed some of our
regulars at this meeting: the
Pryjmiaks had been in a rather
serious accident shortly before
the reunion. Tex Hoffler had to
cancel out at the last minute for
health reasons. Larry Ghere
had to come alone when Kay's
health prevented her from
making the trip, as also hap-
pened with Anne Giarraputo.
Sam Buemi has had some
surgery. Illness kept both Fern
and Bill MacDonald from join-
ing us. Hopefully all these good
people will be able to be with us
at Orlando in 1990.
Jack Collier stopped me one
day to tell me that he had run
into an old F Company 47th
man, Robert May. Many of you
will remember him as an
origin~l cadre member back in
"Tent city: Except for a couple
of visits to the hospital, May
lasted a pretty long time with F
Company. Jack sent me his ad-
dress so I'll be contacting him.
We'll attempt to bring him back
into the fold. Hopefully he'll




39th Inf I Co.
CECIL JENKINS
9100 Old Somerset Rd.
Stanford, Ky. 40484
Just received the latest Octo-
foil and enjoy it very mUCh. I
would like to hear from anyone
that remembers me. I came to I
Co 39th in Normandy, 1st re-
placements. I was wounded by
a German tank near St Lo. We
watched hundreds of bombers
go over the day before I was
wounded. They were supposed
to be softening up St Lo so we
could go in. We were trying to
take some high ground, but
were pushed back 3 times and
were strafed by our own planes.
I remember watching, from be-
hind a hedgerow, the German
tanks all night long coming a
little closer. Next morning I
was hurt along with most of I
Co. I was sent back to England
to the Hospital, I believe the the
town was Ester. After a long
stay in the hospital, I was plac-
ed in a motor pool hauling am-
mo. About the 1st of 1945 I was
returned to the 39th I Co. It was
really a new I Co for all the ones
I knew were gone. We went on
to meet the Russians at the
Elbe river. Then after peace
was declared, we were sent to
Munich, Germany, where we
guarded a German prisoner of
war stockade. I had enough
points to come home late in 1945
and was discharged in Jan.
1946. If Marchall Waller of I Co
39th sees this letter, I am pray-
ing that God will comfort him.
Best regards to all.




Wherever I go - I hear nice
things about you. Your ears
must buzz constantly... That's
from doing such a good job over
a long period of time. It is much
easier to do good for a little
period - but it takes a Champion
to do the Distance.
Now, I probably would not
have gotten around to saying all
of the above if I did not have to
make two requests of you. So
you have to know that there is a
lot of good feeling out there
about you - that is not triggered
into being because some im-
mediate prod is not there to set
it off.
Request One: Need the ad-
dress - if you have it - of Lt. Col
(Major?) Captain (of B Com-
pany, 9th Medics) HENRY P.
(I think) LIMBACHER. I look-
ed in the directory of physi-
cians, and he was not listed
there. Might be retired or dead -
or I did something wrong...
Please help if you can. My next
writing project is to do a history
of the Medical Department of
the Ninth Infantry Division - a
book. I remember 01' Genry - in
North Africa - adapted am-
bulances to fit the French rail-
road track so he could ship
wounded back faster and less
painfully from the 47th to D
Company and beyond. I think
he had a history of B Company
Ninth Medics that told about
this and other things. However,
if you have any clues about
unusual things the Ninth
Medics did - I'd certainly like to
include all of them in the
book... Thank you for your
consideration.
39th Inf. C Co.
IRVINGBLABON
424 Monticello Rd.
San Rafael, Ca. 94903
Haven't written to the Oc-
tofoil in quite a few years so I
thought I would drop a line to
let you know that things are go-
ing ok. with me. I'm getting a
little older but who isn't. After
reading the last Octofoil I came
across some names listed in
Sick Call. I decided to send get
well cards to all six of them
even if I did not know them per-
sonally. The way I look at it is
any member of the 9th Div. is a
comrade and we are all one big
family. I'm asking others to
send get well cards to any com-
rade listed in Sick Call or if they
mention it in their letters to the
Mail Bag, it will brighten their
day, and let them know we are
thinking of them. I am a Life
Member of the 9th Inf., V.F.W.,
D.A.V. and M.O.P.H. God Bless
the 9th and all the comrades.
60th Inf. A.T. Co.
G.L. TINBERG
1444 N. Recker Rd., #163
Mesa, Arizona 85205
Enclosed please find the
membership information and a
check for next year. At this
point, I guess it is for 1990?
W~ always make the pay-
ment at the Reunion, but G.L.
was not able to make the trip
this year. We spent eighteen
months in Virginia in an at-
tempt to be near our daughter,
but the weather there is not con-
ducive to his living in that area.
He is much more comfortable
here in the dry air that only
Arizona has. Granted it is hot
but one digit moisture content
is much better for anyone with
lung trouble.
Hopefully we will be able to
see you at next year's
festivities.
Boor: someone who holds up
both ends of a conversation.
THE OCTOFOIL




Sadly I have to report the
death of long time F. Co 60th
member, James Etue. Jim had
a severe stroke from which he
never recovered. He died May
24, 1989. He will be missed by all
his F. Co comrades. Our sym-
pathy and love go to his wife
Louise and son Mike.
Thought the reunio at The
Pines was great. The Memorial
Service was particularly im-
pressive. F. Co 60th attendence
was down some this year.
Health problems, and conflicts
with other activities kept
several 'regulars' at home.
I'm issuing a call for all F. Co
60th men who see this to get
your reservations in for next
year's reunion. A number of us
have been asking the Associa-
tion to have the reunions in
spring or fall. Let's all get our
plans made to be in Orlando,
October 4 - 7, 1990.
47th Inf G & Hq Co
SPENCER NORWOOD
635 30th Ave. W. #211 F
Bradenton, Fl. 34205
There are a couple of ques-
tions I have wondered about for
a long time. How many killed
and how many wounded did we
have during the Battle of Safi?
When we entered the Cork
Forest, near Port Lyautey,
after our long hike from Safi,
we found some ammo with
wooden bullets. Does anyone in
the 60th recall of being wounded
by these bullets? They look like
they would make a nasty wound
at close range. Who shot the
German plane down in
Kasserine Pass? What type gun
was used? I still have a small
metal tag that came from that
plane. Ifanyono c~Ji !;ln~wor
any of these questions, please
send the answers to the Oc-
tofoil. Others might be in-
terested also. Four of us from
the I & R platoon guarded that
plane all afternoon waiting for
the air force to come and check
it out. But they never came. I
have been in' touch with the
following men: Defini, Bronk,
Kinkopf, Martin, Mosel, Melan-
son and Shelley from 47th Hq
Co. Rohrer and O'Quinn from G
Co. Combs and Hynes from E
Co. Shaw and Lynch from H Co.
Grimwood I & Hq Co. Rhodes
from the 39th and McDaniels, G
Co. I enjoy the Octofoil but hate
to see the list of deaths. I guess
we are all entering that part of
life. Best of luck to you Dan and
all the rest of the old
"Reliables." I'm glad to see
Willie Mizell has joined the
association. He could sure han-
dle a Jeep!
39th Inf B Co
IRV KING
Rt 2 Box 297
.Monticello, Fl. 32344
I had my reservations in for a
year to go to the Pines. Came
up to the last week and on June
12th to the hour when I was
wounded 45 years ago, I had a
gall bladder attack. I was
operated on the 14th. Every-
thing is going fine and looking
for next year. I know my wife
and I missed a great time. Each
time she came to see me, we
would say, today they are here,
etc. So I spent the week with






We had a wonderful time at
the Pines and would like to
thank the dedicated members





9212 40th Way N.
Pinellas Park, Fl. 34666
I would like to compliment
the Convention Committee for a
successful and well organized
Reunion that took place at the
"Pines". The events were
timed perfectly especially the
West Point bus trip and the food
that was provided at the West
Point Academy. Many an eye
was wiped and quite a few
noses .were blown at the
conclusion of the Church ser-
vices. The floor shows every
night, bingo, cocktail hours and
very good food made us quite
content and happy that we
came to the Convention. I even
played Bocci Ball with partner'
Charles Libretto and we lost a
close one by one point.
Last year it took me 17 hours
to return home from Cape Cod,
this year I had to spend the
night in Raleigh-Durham due to
a vicious thunderstorm that
made me miss my flight
connections. American Air-
lines, was on the ball, made
room reservations for quite a
few of us, gave us supper and
breakfast tickets, plus vans to
bring us to and from the Holi-
day Inn.
The only minor discomfort
was the Van that picked us up
at Newark Airport for a 2 hour
trip to the Pines. There were 11
of us and we did not appreciate
the lack of Air-Conditioning
during that trip. On our trip
back to Newark Airport - after
about 1hour - we again lost the
air-conditioning. After a cold
glass of beer at the Airport, I
felt much better.
It was wonderful to see all of
myoid friends, many of us vow-
ed to make it to the next one,
the Lord willing. So Orlando,
horo WP ...nTnpJ
God Bless - my best regards
to Marie. Hopefully my wife
will be there - she does not
have to fly.
15th Engrs A Co
CARROLL F. DEVOID
40 White Birch Lane
Williston, Vt. 05495
Spent an enjoyable few hours
with Phil Simmons in
Shreveport, La. on our trip
West in February. A great host
and pretty good cook, too. My
wife and I are looking forward
to the reunion in June and see-
ing old friends again. Enclosed
are dues for another 3 years.
39th Inf F Co
DONALD DALE
84 Longview Dr.
Daly City, Ca. 94015
At Fox Co. 39th reunion last
Sept. I met George Fuller and
Marie as well as some other
wonderful people. George lived
about 15 miles away fr-om me,
but somehow I never got with
him. The irony is that we had
our annu.al bash (Cajun Crab
Gumbo) on Apr. 23 and we in-
vited them. This was my first
effort to renew our friendship
and as you ~an see "too little,
too late." George passed away.
J hope to attend Fox Co 39th
next Sept. in Seary, Ark., but
The Pines is too far away. Why
not have one in St. Louis,
Denver, Phoenix or Austin, Tx.
I'll meet you half way.




I am enclosing a check for 3
more years dues. I noticed a let-
ter in the last issue from Bill
TanIler visiting Gen. Randle in
Clearwater, Fl. My daughter
lives close by in Palm Harbor.
As I am down there about 2
months out of the year, I plan




RR 1 Bx 737 Bx
Monticello, N.Y. 12701
Just thought I'd pass this arti-
cle (Re: Typhoid Fever) on to
you in case anyone has ex-
perienced any of these symp-
toms. I myself have a slight
fever and mild diarrhea. I don't
.know how you can get this out to
everyone who attended the re-
union.
Beside this, I think everyone
who wanted t09, enjoyed them-
selves and especially the ban-
quet, the guest speaker and of
course the trip to West Point. I
have been there a number of
times, but this was something
to remember.
The New York Chapter did an
excellent job and should be
commended.
Stay well.
47th Inf Hqs Co
BOARDMAN LOCKWOOD
72 Glenwood Rd
W. Stamford, Ct. 06107
Here's a contribution to the
Memorial Fund at perhaps a
time of year when it may be ap-
propriate and as a recognition
of your dedication and success
in keeping our members in-
formed of what happens among
our ranks.
At the moment I am thinking
of-:
Mrs. George W. Smythe
(deceased)
Brig-Gen. Edwin H. Randle
Burton C. Anderson (C Co.,
47th) (deceased)
Lt. Col. Bill Tanner (3rd Bn.,
47th)
The "H" Co., 47th in the photo
as well as many others living
and deceased.
The Reunion was not in the
cards for me this year although
I expect to be in Worcester for
th", A ....uQl l'.![~oo......n;,· ,""",ontion
in the OCTOFOIL should
acknowledge the deceased and
at the same time recognize a
depth of feeling towards those
who are now survivors and who
are now a "memorial" in a
sense to our Division.
This letter did not turn out ex-
actly as I hope it would but I do
want you, and Marie, to know
that you both have my affec-
tionate, respect and apprecia-
tion for all you have done over
the years and that I hope all
goes well with you.
60th F .A. "' Bty A
WALTER QUIGLEY
PO Box 1094
Lake Elsinore, Ca. 92331
Enclosed find check for 3
years dues and something for
the Memorial Fund. I enjoy the
Octofoil very much and always
look for names I know. All the
letters are very interesting. I
still keep in touch with quite a
few buddies. We won't make it
to the reunion this year. A big
Hello and How are you to all my
9th comrades. It's been a while
since I've sent in a few lines,
but the 9th is always on my
mind and in my heart. Wishing
all a most enjoyable summer.
GOth Jaf I Co
KAZMER DROBNICKI
9047 13th Ave SW
Seattle, Wa. 98106
A little something for the
Memorial fund enclosed
herewith. I served with I Co
from May 1942 to Oct. 1944, and
had a lot of buddies that were
from N.Y. and N.J. So I wish
them all well where ever they
are. After I got out of the
hospital I was assigned to an
M.P. Bn. After the war and
discharged, I took a trip to Seat-
tle and I made my home here 42
years ago.
The Sedjanane was once a place,
Where the foe we boldly faced.
Though driven back, they'd not desert--
But their fate was sealed at Bizerte.
Palermo, Cefalu, a place called Randazzo--
'Twas there the 39th fought with such bravado!
THEN AND NOW
Recall the day that the crossing began.
Were you thinking then of foe or friend?
The broad Atlantic which before you lay?
Were thoughts concerned with oversea's pay?
Could they have flashed to friends and kin?
Perhaps, they ranged to "sink or swim?"-
l>


































Rt. 1 Box 90
Humboldt, IL 61931
On June 6, 1989 at the City.
Hall Auditorium, Tuscola, Il~
linois, thirty-nine World War II
veterans from east central Il-
linois gathered to com-
memorate D-Day.
In the crowd of one hundred
fifty, two 26th F .A. men met for
the first time since the war. As
the veterans were introduced
and called to the platform,
Loren L. Doyle, ~eadquarters
Battery, was followed by Louis
England, Service Battery, now
living in Sidell, Illinois. Neither
man knew that another 26th
F.A. man lived in their area.
Both men remembered Sgt.
Shores of Service Battery, and
Colonels Stong and Johnson of
Headquarters.
The program started with
presentation of colors by
V.F.W. Post, Tuscola, "The
Star Spangled Banner" was
sung following which Lynette
Sommers, Douglas County
Historical Society, .who was
mistress of ceremonies, in-
troduced the veterans. Elmer
Weber of Tuscola, who was in
the sixth wave of the invasion,
spoke briefly as did Elmer J.
"Army" Armstrong who was a
top turret gunner in a B-17 and
had a different perspective of
the English Channel and the
Normandy beach.
. I will never forget the feel of
the cold English Channel water
as I drove a Dodge three-
quarter ton weapons carrier off
the LST and onto the beach on
D-Day plus four. Just ahead of
me one truck disappeared into
a shell hole.
Also present was Agnes
Barnett. Oakland, Illinois who
has the distinction of being the
first army nurse to receive the
Purple Heart. After service in
Sicily, the hospital ship she was
on was bombed as it waited off
Italy. Oakland is twenty miles
east of my home here in Hum-
boldt and Tuscola is almost the
same distance north,
It was a wonderful evening of
remembering.
I wrote the above to let you
know what had happened here
recently. Sorry that I wasn't
able to get to the reunion this
year.
Retirement is even better
now that my wife has retired
and I have a full time chauffeur.
She had taught school for 31
years. Now just has me to keep
in line. Woe is me! ! !
Give my regards to all Ninth
men.
I39th Inf. C Co.WALTER SMITH
1035 Terrace Blvd.
Trenton, NJ 08618
When was the last time you wrote a letter to our Mail Call
Column? Just 2 postal card would denote your interest and let
some buddy know wQ.ere you a"p. You like to read what other
members send in ... why not do your own part, and write a few
lines now and then for their enjoyment.
n
I
II don't know, if the members it
of the 9th Div. are aware of the !
Museum, at Caen France !
dedicated to the Americans: _.;
who landed and fought in Nor- ~­
mandy. This Museum was built 9
with donations from the private ;
citizens of this great country. It ...
is maintained also with donated r
money. It was opened to the I
public 2 years ago. i
I was back in the hospital for =
angoplasty, the third week in t.
April. ~
Hope this will be the one that I
helps. Can't make the reunion :-
but will be there in spirit. Ho~ I.
you have a great time, but it is
always that way with any 9th
Div. shindig no matter where or
when.




After reading a "Rhine
Bridge at Remagen" (page 22)
I knew where the 60th was at
the time this took place. We
were taking a small village east
of the bridge fighting from
house to house at night. We
were pinned down by a German
Tiger Tank and could not ad-
vance. Our bazooka team went
out and fired a round which hit
the tank and ran off like water
without doing any damage.
During all of this I was on guard
duty in a doorway of the garage
we were in when a German
soldier came along with a
Potato masher in his hand
ready to throw it into the
building. I know he was surpris-
ed when he saw me there. I con-
viflced him to give up and took
him prisoner.
Our squ3d not being able to
move ahead and the tank
zeroed in on us gave us an
ultimatum of givjng up or being
blasted out. The squad decided
our only chance against the
tank was to give up. As the men
in the squad lined up and were
filing out the front door, I was in
line ready to go out too when I
looked to the back of the garage
and saw a fellow going out a
small window. I found out 42
years later thru his reply to an
article I had written for the
"OctofoiI" that he was Dick
Nivens. Seeing him go out that
window changed my way of
thinking and I figured that I
would take my chances going
back to our lines instead of be-
ing captured.
As I was going out the window
I looked into a car in the rear of
the garage and there was a Ger-
man soldier sitting in it ap-
parently he had been and still
was hiding from us the whole
time we were there.
During this time the Ger-
mans were so busy watching
the front and taking prisoners
that they didn't even notice
Dick and I going out the rear
until we started across an open-
ing between the buildings. All of
a sudden flares went up and
mortar shells started dropping,
but we stayed close to the
buildings until we got back to
our rear area.
This was the last contact that
I had with the F Co. 60th as I
was sent back to the rear area
and then to the hospital and
finally back home on the Point
System.
Next time somebody rocks
the boat, hand them an oar and
put them to work.




My wife and I, spent the
weekend visiting the Trotta
Family in New Haven, Conn.
Patsy Trotta was attached to
Co. A. While there, I received a
great surprise. The Trotta
Family invited Hank
Greenberg and his family over.
I hadn't seen Hank in 33 years.
We reminisced old times. Hank
is wearing a pacemaker, but all
in all, is doing good. It was a
lovely day for both of us.




Enjoy the paper very much.
Keep up the good work. If any-
one is visi ting these parts
please give me a call. Would ap-





I enjoy the Oetofoil very
much and saw the name of one
of the men in my company.
Would enjoy hearing from
anyone who remembers me
especially Sgt. Cook, Art
Courier, Lt. Dodson and anyone
else.
Into every life some rain
must fall, but nobody told us
about all the drips.
47th Inf. A Co.
WARREN D. EVANS
251 W. 6th St.
Grafton, ND 58237
Several years before I
became aware there was a 9th
Division Association, the Sun-
day edition of the Minneapolis
Tribune featured a front page
photo of General Bradley look-
ing down to a marker at a
cemetary in Normandy on the
25th anniversary of the inva-
sion. I looked very close to the
identity of this marker - then,
in a semi state of shock I read
the name - Lt. Paul Buffalo. It
appeared that my eyes were
glued to this, and it took several
hours to recover to a normal
condition.
Lt. Paul Buffao was original-
ly the leader of the First Pla-
toon of ACompany - of the 47th
Regiment of which I was a part.
As of learning of the 9th Divi-
sion Association, I attended my
first reunion in Detroit in the
summer of 1975. As we entered
the hotel, I saw the Octofoi!, in
large size, in the lobby. I again
was over-taken - Vi, my wife,
had to register for me. Later I
met Col. Klauz, and he in-
troduced me to Major George
Brown, who said he came as a
replacement during the cam-
paign in France, and that he
remembered me. Both of these
men were extremely nice to
me, and by this I regained a
grip on myself. _
It appeared hard for the out-
side world to understand why
we are so emotional, and of our
close brotherhood. There were
many from A Company, and all
companies, that were never to
see our land again.
For those that question: One
day in tbe blood and death that
we aU knew and will know
always. Their perspective
could quite possibly have a new
angle.
In behalf of my many com-
rades, and for the many that
have been called before us, I
am enclosing a token of my
thoughts to assist in the
memory of thier unparalled
dedication.





By the time this comes out in
the Octofoil, this years 9th Div.
reunion will be history. Just
wanted all of you to know how
sorry old "Shorty' is that I
didn't make it again this year.
Was really planning on going.
Had reservations all confirmed
and thought everything was all
set for sure. Then my Docs said
NO, not this year, so had to
cancel out everything.
Makes me really appreciate
now more than ever the one day
that I had up in Hyannis last
year. I did get to meet a few of
you fellows and I was really
looking forward to meeting
more of you this year. Anyhow I
sure hope that most of you that
did get to go will write old
'Shorty' and fill me in on every-
thing that I missed. As for me,
well, guess I'll just have to say
once again, "MAYBE NEXT
YEAR!!" .
I managed to get out letters to
most of you that I had told that I
would be there, so this is for the
rest of you guys (and gals) that
have been writing to me. Know
that some of you may not have
received my letter in time.
My daughter (Janice), sends
her regrets also. She too was
looking forward to seeing all
the very nice ladies of the 9th
that she had the pleasure of
meeting at Hyannis last year.
So come on now all you guys,
when and it you get time, sit
down and fill old 'Shorty' in on
all of it, and tell me who was
there. Am always looking for a
letter from ANY of you in the
9th, especially the 39th, and 'K'
Co. Please, any of you that feel
like it, write any time.
Once again, Sorry I couldn't
make it and already looking
forward to NEXT year!
LET ME HEAR FROM YOU.
by tne time you get to the end
of the rainbow, the pot of gold
will have become a bushel
basket of promissory notes.
Kindle the sparks of your memory banks.
Let us bow our heads_and to Him give thanks
For all those who were left behind,
And the comrades who have trailed in kind.
For them "the big picture" is entirely clear.
For us who remain - the memories are dear.
Joseph Rappazini
K & Hqs. Cos., 3rd Bn. 60th
24001 Sherman Ave.
Oak Park, Mich. 48237
Above all this there came a day,
When fear did strike - '.twas time to pray.
From early morn to rising sun--
'Twas hard to tell when day'd begun--
The crack of a rifle, a mortar's thr-r-ump;
The burr-r-r-up of any enemy soldier's gun;
The swoo-o-s-sh of a German eighty-eight,
Disturbing, as C-rations you ate;
On occasion, from up in the air,
A Heinkel's bomb that caused despair--
Knowing what we know now, but didn't know then,





Now that the 44th reunion is
over, I hated to see it end. We
had a great time. It was my life
time ambition to visit U.S.M.A.
West Point. It was special for
me 'cause being on the Board of
Governors I sat with the
V.I.P.'s in the chapel which was
most inspiring.
I missed seeing more from
the Q.M.C. There are quite a
few living not too far from the
Pines.
From the Q.M. there were
Mike Dembitsky, Horace
Atirams, Everett Tapp, Trevor
Jones, Marvin Balthauser,
Gene Barasie, Floyd Hennessee
and their ladies.
As we are getting on in life,
our time is getting short, so
let's make the most of it. We
would like to see more turn out
next reunion.
At the reunion we read the
news about the Flag deal, we
fought for our Flag for many
wars. If we fought for our own
Flag and country let's see more
people flying it than burning it.
See you at the next reunion.




Red Phillips said I would
have to join the association to
get to read about the M Co.
news. I should have joined a
long time ago but never did.
This way I can learn about the
next reunio~ a_nd maybe a few
of the other fellows that are still
alive. I hear from Ed Little, but
I am not a writer. I was in M Co.
3rd platoon, 47th Reg. 3rd Bn.
60th FA Hqs Btry
JACK COWENS
102 Skyline Dr.
Cold Spring, Ky, 41076
I am enclosing membership
dues and also hope some old
buddies will get in touch.
